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Shakespeare never set a play in his own Elizabethan London. From the castle in Elsinore where Hamlet
avenges his father’s death to Cleopatra’s Alexandria at the height of the Roman Empire to the seaport town
in Cyprus where we await the arrival of Othello, each of Shakespeare’s plays is set in a time or space remote
from his primary audience. Why is this? How much did the Bard and his contemporaries know about the
foreign lands his characters often inhabit? What expectations did an audience have if the curtains rose on a
play which claimed to take place in ancient Troy or the Pyrenean kingdom of Navarre in northern Spain?
           
Mapping Shakespeare’s World explores these questions with surprising results. It has often been said that
setting is irrelevant to Shakespeare’s plays—that, wherever they are set, their enduring appeal lies in their
ability to speak to broad questions of human nature. Peter Whitfield shows that, on the contrary, many of
Shakespeare’s locations were carefully chosen for their ability to convey subtle meanings an Elizabethan
audience would have picked up on and understood. Through the use of paintings, drawings, contemporary
maps and geographical texts, Whitfield suggests answers to such questions as where Illyria was located, why
The Merry Wives of Windsor could only have taken place in Windsor, and how two utterly different
comedies—The Comedy of Errors and Pericles, Prince of Tyre—both came to take place in ancient Ephesus.
           
Just when one might think there was nothing more to be said about Shakespeare, with Mapping
Shakespeare’s World, Whitfield offers a fascinating new point of view.
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From reader reviews:

Jules Thompson:

Hey guys, do you wishes to finds a new book to see? May be the book with the title Mapping Shakespeare's
World suitable to you? Often the book was written by popular writer in this era. The actual book untitled
Mapping Shakespeare's Worldis one of several books that will everyone read now. This specific book was
inspired a number of people in the world. When you read this reserve you will enter the new dimension that
you ever know previous to. The author explained their idea in the simple way, consequently all of people can
easily to recognise the core of this publication. This book will give you a lot of information about this world
now. So that you can see the represented of the world with this book.

Janice Oconnell:

This Mapping Shakespeare's World is great book for you because the content that is full of information for
you who else always deal with world and get to make decision every minute. This book reveal it info
accurately using great plan word or we can point out no rambling sentences within it. So if you are read the
item hurriedly you can have whole data in it. Doesn't mean it only provides straight forward sentences but
difficult core information with lovely delivering sentences. Having Mapping Shakespeare's World in your
hand like obtaining the world in your arm, facts in it is not ridiculous just one. We can say that no guide that
offer you world within ten or fifteen moment right but this e-book already do that. So , it is good reading
book. Hello Mr. and Mrs. stressful do you still doubt which?

Tammy Booker:

Beside this particular Mapping Shakespeare's World in your phone, it could give you a way to get nearer to
the new knowledge or facts. The information and the knowledge you can got here is fresh through the oven
so don't always be worry if you feel like an aged people live in narrow town. It is good thing to have
Mapping Shakespeare's World because this book offers to your account readable information. Do you at
times have book but you would not get what it's facts concerning. Oh come on, that will not end up to
happen if you have this in your hand. The Enjoyable set up here cannot be questionable, similar to treasuring
beautiful island. Techniques you still want to miss that? Find this book and read it from currently!

Sandra Wright:

A lot of publication has printed but it is different. You can get it by internet on social media. You can choose
the very best book for you, science, comedy, novel, or whatever simply by searching from it. It is identified
as of book Mapping Shakespeare's World. You can include your knowledge by it. Without departing the
printed book, it could add your knowledge and make anyone happier to read. It is most crucial that, you must
aware about reserve. It can bring you from one destination to other place.
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